
Dancing Cubes by



playful
amusing

These are Dancing Cubes by ARTGLASS.

Glass cubes of different colours create the illusion that they are 
dancing in the air. Come play and create a unique colour lighting 
installation in your home.

colourful



The glass cube is hanged from the ceiling on 
an adjustable steel wire rope leading from one 
of the cube´s corners. The length of the black 
braided cable and wire rope is a maximum of 
2 meters. We recommend setting the length of 
the wire rope accordingly so that the cable can 
be wound around it in an interesting way.

You can choose to attach the pendant to  
a ceiling with a ceiling rosette, which is suitable 
for example for concrete ceilings, or you can 
choose solution with fixture for plasterboard 
ceilings (the cover of the plasterboard fixture 
is white). The ceiling rosette can be used for 
plasterboard ceilings as well.

Method of attachment 
to the ceiling

Method of attachment – plasterboard fixture Method of attachment – ceiling rosette



1x DANCING CUBE CLEAR, 2x DANCING CUBE DARK BLUE | matt brass | suspended on a plasterboard fixture



3x DANCING CUBE CLEAR | matt brass | suspended on a ceiling rosette



Surface finish

The metal parts of the lighting fixture 
(including the ceiling rosette if this 
attachment solution is chosen) are 
available in polished nickel or matt 
brass. On request, it can also be 
produced in other surface finishes.



Handmade glass cubes are available in many 
different colours, at the customer‘s request it 
is possible to make cubes in other colours 
than the ones offered.

Each glass cube is handmade and the colour 
is mixed for each cube individually, so colour 
variations may occur.

Colours of glass cubes



CLEAR MILKY WHITE HOT ORANGE

DARK BLUE GREENLIGHT BLUEAMBER HYACINTH

MILKY PINK

ROSE

RUBY



10x DANCING CUBE mix of colours | matt brass | installation dimensions  W 650 x D 650 x H 700 mm
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